
Eiken 2
New Ways to Communicate

Today, people have many chances to talk with foreigners.
Now, electronic devices that translate languages are 
becoming more popular.  Some hospitals are introducing
such devices, and by doing so they are helping foreign
patients speak with doctors more easily.  However, while
new technology is helping people communicate, it is still
important that people take the time to try to learn a foreign
language.
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Your story should begin with this sentence

One evening, Mr. and Mrs. Fukuda were talking
about traveling to France.



Questions
No.1  According to the passage, how are some hospitals helping foreign patients
           speak with doctors more easily?
　　→  By introducing electronic devices that translate languages.
No.2  Now, please look at the picture and describe the situation.  You have 20 
            seconds to prepare.  Your story should begin with the sentence on the card.
                                                               <  20 seconds  >
           Please begin.
　　→  One evening, Mr. and Mrs. Fukada were talking about traveling to France.
               Mr. Fukada said to his wife, “ This school has online French lessons.”  The 
               next week at home, Mr. Fukada was taking a lesson on the Internet.  Mrs.
               Fukada was thinking of bringing him tea.  After the lesson, Mr. Fukada was 
               sleeping at his desk.  mrs. fukada was thinking of putting a blanket on him.



Now, Mr. / Ms.                           , please turn over the card put it down.
No.3  Some people say that, in the future, Japanese movies will become more
           popular in foreign countries.  What do you think about that?
　　→  I agree.
　　　  More Japanese movies are being translated into other languages. It s easy
               for foreigners to understand them.
　　→  I disagree.
　　　  Most people prefer to watch movies made in their own countries.  Also,
               Japanese movies aren t easy to find in some countries.
No.4  In Japan, a lot of students wear school uniforms.  Do you think schools should
           make students wear uniforms?
　　Yes.→(Why?) Uniforms make it easy for students to get ready for school.
                                   Also, uniforms help students to feel proud of their schools.
　　No.→(Why not?) Students should decide what to wear for themselves.
                                         Fashion is very important to some students.c
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